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SCTP aware NAT

```
+---------+   +---------+   +---------+   +---------+   +---------+
| Private |   | Public  |   | External |   | Address  |   | Address  |   | Address  |
+---------+   +---------+   +---------+   +---------+   +---------+
| SCTP    |   | ----------+   | ----------+   | SCTP    |
| end point|   | NAT       |   | Internet  |   | end point|
| A       |   | ----------+   | ----------+   | B       |
+---------+   +---------+   +---------+   +---------+
| Internal |   | External  |   | Port      |   | Port     |   | VTag      |
| VTag     |   |          |   |           |   |          |   | VTag      |
```
• Addressed Karen’s comments.
• Clarifications and consistency fixes.
• Use appropriate IP addresses in examples.
• Not done: Hard split between endpoint and middlebox.
• Finally the authors consider it finished after addressing editorial comment recently received from Gorry.